Quasi-isentropic compression by ablative laser loading: response of materials to dynamic loading on nanosecond time scales.
The TRIDENT laser was used to induce quasi-isentropic compression waves to approximately 15 GPa in samples of Si, by ablative loading using a laser pulse whose intensity increased smoothly over 2.5 ns. The intensity history of the pulse and the velocity history at the opposite surface of the sample were recorded. Experiments were performed using samples of two different thicknesses simultaneously, in which the evolution of the compression wave was clearly visible. Isentropic stress states deduced were consistent with the previously investigated response of Si to uniaxial loading. The ablative loading was simulated using radiation hydrodynamics, with different equations of state in the plasma and condensed regions and including elasticity in the solid Si. These calculations reproduced the measured velocity histories quite well, demonstrating that quasi-isentropic compression was induced with no preheat from the laser drive. Normal continuum behavior was demonstrated to hold below nanosecond time scales for isentropic compression waves, with no evidence for nonequilibrium effects in the crystal lattice. Details of the velocity history over about 10 GPa were reproduced less well, suggesting a deficiency in the model used for compressed Si, which may be consistent with recent theoretical predictions of uniaxial compression at high strain rates.